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A Step-by-Step Guide to Operating In  The Gift of Prophecy  The gift of prophecy is not reserved for

a super-spiritual, elite group of believers. In fact, the scriptures promise that in the last days, the

Holy Spirit would be poured out on everyone in the world. This spiritual outpouring will manifest in a

resurgence of the gift of prophecy that is to affect every believer, young and old, male and female,

rich and poor!  If you are a Christian, the Holy Spirit lives inside of you. This means that you have

access to all of His supernatural gifts and you too can prophesy! Well-respected and seasoned

prophetic leader, Kris Vallotton, provides a practical guide that has become a staple resource in

training all believers to operate in prophetic ministry. This revised and updated edition features new

content, including topics such as: "Understanding the Spirit Realm," "Last Days Prophetic Ministry,"

and "What Covenant Are You Prophesying From?" Get equipped to:   Tell the difference between

Old and New Covenant prophecy-and correctly operate as a New Testament prophetic voice Learn

the languages of God and hear His voice like never before Discover and develop your prophetic

gifts in a safe environment Step out and confidently share words of knowledge, wisdom, and

prophecy Recognize a true prophet from a false prophet   Ideal for personal study, small groups,

and church classes, Basic Training for the Prophetic Ministry is your guide to understanding and

operating in the prophetic ministry. Get ready to hear God's voice in a fresh way, speak His word

with power, and release hope, life, and destiny to those around you!
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Kris Vallotton is the senior associate leader of Bethel Church in Redding California and has served

on Bill JohnsonÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s apostolic team for more than thirty-four years. He has written nine books,

including the best-selling Supernatural Ways of Royalty and Spirit Wars. KrisÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s revelatory

insight and humorous delivery make him a much sought after international conference speaker.Kris

and Kathy Vallotton have been happily married since 1975. They have four children and eight

grandchildren.

I'm using this book to teach the prophetic ministry to a group of women at my Anglican church. It is

presented very well and backed up with Scripture placed throughout the text. As I was trained at

Morningstar Ministries, and this is coming out of Bethel, there are some differences from what I

learned, but they are very minor. Still, I am still very impressed with the study! And my sweet

traditional denomination ladies are loving it and seeing so much potential for their lives to touch

others!

"True prophecy is looking for gold in the midst of the dirt in people's lives."This statement forms the

heart of this book. From this core thought, the writer gives good insight in the role of prophecy, how

it functions and gives guidelines how it should be applied.It explains the difference between

prophecy in the Old Testament and prophecy in the New Testament and how being a prophet (a

special calling from God) is different from being able to prophecy (which is for every believer). It

explains the difference between 'the last days' and 'the last day' and how knowing the difference is

important to your view of the role the church and prophecy plays. It gives clues how to recognize

false prophets (not what you might think) and how to grow in practicing prophecy (hint: it doesn't

require talking old, archaic language and ending in 'thus says the Lord').As usual I don't agree with

every explanation Kris gives, as I sometimes feel he bends things too much to make it fit into his

view (according to Kris a prophets reward is the ability to hear and see. Why? He wouldn't be a

prophet without it so how can it be a REWARD?), but I found this book a very nice read nonetheless

and coming from a sincere, fatherly heart.

Kris Vallotton has a great way of being able to break down and communicate different aspects of

prophetic ministry. We hear God much better than we think we do and this training book reveals

many ways that He does speak. We are able to understand what prophetic ministry is for, how to

give and receive prophetic words, how to judge those words, what the difference is between

prophecy and being a prophet, false prophets, false prophecies and more.This is a great training



book for any and all. If you desire to experience more of the Father and to be used in greater ways, I

certainly recommend this book!

Great book! Lots of really solid foundational information on the prophetic. Great clarification and

teaching on the difference between old and new testament prophets. I used a lot of this information

in teaching our own School of the Supernatural classes in my home church.I haven't read a book by

Kris Vallotton that I haven't loved or found super helpful.

You'll be surprised by how "meaty" this short trainer's book is. It's not just head knowledge, it's

training for the Prophetic "Ministry" - a training where you can turn and minister unto the Lord. I

guarantee that you'll be edified and receive fresh revelation as you study Kris' teaching. All you

need is a humble, hungry heart and a willingness to learn from someone who actually lives out what

they preach. Kris adds encounter stories of the impact of the spirit of prophecy upon his church,

school, and ministry at Bethel Church in Redding, CA. They're truly incredible and encouraging.

There's also a Life Application section at the end of each chapter so that your training doesn't just

end with this book but it can be applied to your life (from dreams to hearing God's voice to

discerning spirits to seeing the "gold" in people...)Some of my friends are attending the Bethel

School of Supernatural Ministry and have reported great transformations in their lives as they take

their training out into the streets (it's just like when Jesus sent out the disciples two-by-two after

years of hiddeness and just listening and learning from Him). Our small group is currently half way

done with this book and are preparing to apply it in our community. It's time to be AWAKENED --

Don't you want to be a part of what God has intended for this generation? I sure do.

Great insight, learning tools, understanding, and activation's in this book! LOVE IT! It's always about

the Holy Spirit leading and Kris V gives insight into areas to help you hear better and to teach.

I bought the book for an online course. Great book, nice read and breakdown in helping you

understand the Prophetic Ministry.

Good read
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